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See it in the news
111

See posts on social media
98

Friends and family talk about it
75

Hear about it in school/college/uni
72

70% of you were aged 16-24
Age

25.5% of you said you had personal
experience as a victim of a crime or of
violence.

Experience

 

Top rated types of violence
or crime for Merseyside

 

Top rated reasons for why
you think these violence or
crime types happen most

in Merseyside

WHAT YOU TOLD US
13-25-year-olds

Between 17 January and 4 March 2022,  155 13-25-year olds from
across Merseyside responded to a survey by Merseyside Violence

Reduction Partnership.

46% of you also said violence also mostly takes place online

92% of you said that violence
mostly takes place in the street

49% of you said that for a
crime to be a knife crime, a
knife has to be used.

46% of you said a knife did not
have to be used and 5% said you
didn't know.

What is
knife crime?

"Carrying a knife is a crime
never mind hurting
someone with one"

"Carrying a knife you have
some intention to use it"

"Other weapons could be
used to stab people"

Location

Liverpool
51.6%

Wirral
18.1%

Sefton
14.8%

Knowsley
8.4%

St Helens
7.1%



26% felt that showing images of weapons was a positive thing
20% could see both the positives and the negatives
9% felt indifferent or neutral about seeing images of weapons

45% of you felt that showing
images of weapons seized
was a negative thing 45%

WEAPONS IMAGERY
 

How does it make you feel when you see images of weapons (e.g.
knives and guns, etc.) which have been seized by the Police?

 

Use stats and infographics

Public Art (e.g. Knife Angel)

We should't celebrate taking weapons off the street

A counter (e.g. one less, two less...)

47.7

38.9

26.8

26.8

"They make me feel unsafe.
There is no way the police
can seize all weapons,
therefore these pictures
are just a snippet of what
lies within our county"

"It’s a object that has been
in a crime but it’s not the
object that’s makes me feel
unsafe it’s the person that
behind it"

Your
Comments

"I feel nothing, I am
desensitised"

"Enough pain has been
caused by these crimes
why add to the emotional
toil of someone else
innocent and just add a
content warning over the
image and if the person
wants to see, they can
remove it (like how twitter
and Facebook do for
sensitive content)... It's sad,
but the images should be
available for the public if
they wish to see it"

"We want someone to come into schools/college/uni and tell us about
weapons being removed and what happens to people who are found
in possession of weapons"
"Focus on all the positives of a safer, freer community. Rather than
counting knives."

What should be used instead?

Knife Angel image by Colin Lane 
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What aspects of your life has Covid-
19 affected the most negatively?

“Prices have shot up whilst careers and
starting wages have stayed low, which
makes you feel less aspirational.”

“It has robbed me of almost 2 years of my
education, being someone with autism i
honestly feel I will NEVER catch up”

“At first when we first released from
lockdown panick attacks and major
anxiety in areas such as town which I’ve
been many times before.”

“Social media use increase along with
more time isolated made me struggle
with my mental health and eating
disorder.”

35.4% of you said that relationships with
parents/carers and siblings were
positively affected.

“Staying in more meant I interacted and
talked with my parents more."

“Please don't blame Covid for the
escalation in violence - that is too easy.”

Most of you said
there had been no
positive impact of
Covid-19

"Physically, it was a strain to remind myself to go out and exercise
during lockdowns as you get complacent at home."

"Everything went online so only people with access technology could
learn or get support your loosing a whole demographic"

Additional comments



MENTAL HEALTH
 

What aspects of your own mental health concern you the most?

Anxieties (school-work, friendships,
relationships, social media)

98

Confidence/self-esteem
83Not enough Sleep

69

Feeling lonely or isolated
63

Feeling sad often
61

40.8%
40.8% of you said you would ask for help
if you needed support with your mental
health. 
26.3% said you wouldn't ask for help

Would you
ask for help?

0 20 40 60

Friend 

Parent/Carer 

Doctor 

Brother / Sister 

Teacher 

Who would you be
most likely to talk
with?

If you accessed mental
health support in the last
two years, how easy was
it to access?

58% of you said is was 'Not
Easy'

58%

"Looking for official ADHD / autism
diagnosis and local education placement
for neurodiversity. This is virtually
impossible."

"There is 0 help available for those with
ocd and ADHD. The online services say
they provide it, but they don't actually
have the proper training involved to deal
with it and I was turned away as general
anxiety and depression isnt for adhd or
ocd, it's a complete different ballpark of
therapy styles"

“I desperately needed councilling, I was
at crisis point, and still had to wait for
three months because of waiting lists.”



We want to help you to better understand your rights as a child or
young person to empower you to challenge when you feel your rights
are not being upheld.

Know your rights

Take the power away from us! 
Social Action is the perfect way to do this.

Get in touch with the Peer Action Collective (PAC), a group of 16-24-year-olds who are
working with us to make sure that Merseyside is a safe place for children and young people
to grow up with lots of opportunities for your future.

Email: PACPeerResearchers@ypas.org.uk 

                                                                  Watch a video about PAC here:

Become a Changemaker!

 

72.5% of you said
that you learned

about crimes and
violence in the

media 

WHAT NOW?
 

*Mentors in Violence Prevention (MYA) -
responses from over 3,500 Students from

across Merseyside

We can now focus our work on what is important to you. 

We also know that racism,
online abuse, sexual
harassment,  suicide and
homophobic bullying are
important topics for young
people in Merseyside.* 

Your
priorities

We want to make sure that you have access
to balanced information to empower you to

make your own conclusions. 
This also includes the information you get

from those you trust.

UNCRC Article 17- Access to information from the media
"Every child has the right to reliable information from a variety of

sources, and governments should encourage the media to
provide information that children can understand. Governments
must help protect children from materials that could harm them."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15wIrSqx9fc
https://www.unicef.org/media/56661/file
https://educationmvp.co.uk/


 

We will share your thoughts about Police and the media sharing

images of weapons with Merseyside Police

Weapons
Imagery

We will share your feedback with NHS, Local Authorities and

voluntary community and faith organisations delivering mental health

support.

We will also ensure that the concerns you identified around mental

health are key to the activities and projects we support. 

Mental Health

We will share your feedback with school leaders and those responsible

for ensuring your right to education is upheld.

We will also continue to work with partners to bring you free and local

opportunities to stay physically active, supporting your physical and

mental health.

Covid-19
Impact

We recognise that this is a big concern for you and is all over the media.

We will work with the people in your community who are there to

support you to make sure that your voices continue to be heard on this

issue and that there are projects and activities which will make a

difference where you live.

Knife Crime

Together, we can
stop violence
from becoming a
part of
someone's life

WHAT NOW?
 

What you have told us helps us to understand your concerns and
feelings so that we can work more closely with you to stop violence

and some of the causes of violence.



https://ypas.org.uk/contact/#referral  - If you are under 18, you can self-
refer to YPAS for support.

https://www.kooth.com/                                        
 

https://hubofhope.co.uk/ - find local support near you
 

https://calmharm.co.uk/

 

https://www.clearfear.co.uk/

https://www.meetoo.help/

https://ocdyouth.org/support-info/ 

https://www.themix.org.uk/
 
 

SUPPORT
 

 

@MerseysideVrp

merseysidevrp
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